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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Consumer-directed care is currently being embraced within Australia and internationally as a means of promoting autonomy and choice in the delivery of health and aged care services. Despite its wide proliferation little research has been conducted to date to assess the views and preferences of older people for consumer-directed care or to assess the costs and benefits of such an approach relative to existing models of service delivery.

Methods and analysis: A comprehensive health economic model will be developed and applied to the evolution, implementation and evaluation of consumer-directed care in an Australian community aged care setting. A mixed methods approach comprising qualitative interviews and a discrete choice experiment will determine the attitudes and preferences of older people and their informal carers for consumer-directed care. The results of the qualitative interviews and the discrete choice experiment will inform the introduction of a new consumer-directed care innovation in service delivery. The cost-effectiveness of consumer-directed care will be evaluated by comparing incremental changes in resource use, costs and health and quality of life outcomes relative to traditional services. The discrete choice experiment will be repeated at the end of the implementation period to determine the extent to which attitudes and preferences change as a consequence of experience of consumer-directed care. The proposed framework will have wide applicability in the future development and economic evaluation of new innovations across the health and aged care sectors.

Ethics and dissemination: The study is approved by Flinders University Social and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee (Project No. 6114/SBREC). Findings from the qualitative interviews, discrete choice experiments and the economic evaluation will be reported at a workshop of stakeholders to be held in 2015 and will be documented in reports and in peer reviewed journal articles.

INTRODUCTION

Australia’s population is ageing rapidly and by 2045 it is estimated that 1 in 4 Australians will be aged 65 years or more and nearly 1 in 10 will be 80 years or over.1 This demographic transformation poses major challenges for public policy as many indicators suggest that ageing will exert substantial upward pressure on aged care expenditure in the coming decades.2 In addition, factors other than an ageing population, including increasing affluence coupled with a generational desire for greater autonomy and choice, are creating new pressures and challenges for the aged care sector. It is government policy and the wish of the vast majority of older people to remain, and be cared for, in their own homes for as long as possible.3 The advantages, for older people and their families, of remaining in the community are significant and include less disruption and more continuity of care in a familiar environment.3 Current trends in the provision of aged care services show that older people are exhibiting an increased preference for independent living arrangements supported by community care.4

Consumer-directed care (CDC) is currently being embraced within Australia and internationally as a means to promote autonomy and choice and to provide improved outcomes to facilitate ageing in place for older people in a community setting.4–7 While there is no single definition of CDC, and several variations of CDC have been identified in the literature, the distinguishing feature of CDC concerns the service recipients or their representatives (where personal cognitive capacity is limited) having ‘control’
over funds allocated, so they can be used preferentially to meet the individual's needs. It thus represents the opposite of provider-directed care (PDC) which is controlled entirely by the service provider.\(^9\) The Australian Department of Health and Ageing recently introduced reforms to the aged care sector which indicate that all new publicly funded community care packages, designed to assist people aged over 65 years of age remain living at home for as long as possible, must be offered on a CDC basis by service providers.\(^3\) Under this scheme the provider remains as the fund-holder, but expends each individual's budget as directed by the older person. This Self-Directed Care option focuses on increasing recipients' control over care arrangements in order to increase flexibility and provide programmes and services which better meet the needs of the older person. In contrast Cash-for-Care schemes, typically involve untied provision of cash payments or vouchers to enable older people to manage their own funds and purchase their own care directly.\(^5\) Self-directed care has a potential advantage in that it reduces the burden of management of CDC for the older person since responsibility for budgeting arrangements and the management of funds remains with the service provider.\(^6\)

Previous findings from a large scale evaluation of the individual budgets pilot programme in the UK\(^6\) raised concerns about the benefits of CDC for older people and how these can be maximised. For some older people, the anxiety and stress associated with potential changes to established support arrangements moderated any potential gains from the increased transparency, control and flexibility offered by CDC. It was concluded that the benefits of CDC may take some time to be realised in practice since it may take some time for older people to develop the confidence to assume greater control.\(^5\) Translations of these findings into the Australian context are hampered by differences in the administrative, sociopolitical and legislative contexts of the programmes across countries.

To date, very few studies have been undertaken internationally to assess the views and preferences of older people and their informal carers regarding the basic features which should make up a CDC approach to community aged care. Information relating to the cost-effectiveness of CDC in an Australian community aged care setting is also notably absent and will therefore be addressed by this study.

Objective
This paper describes the study protocol to apply a health economic framework to the development and evaluation of a new consumer directed care approach to community aged care service delivery. The specific aims of the study are to:
1. Determine the attitudes and preferences of older people and their informal carers for a CDC approach.
2. Assess the extent to which attitudes and preferences change over time as a consequence of exposure to CDC.
3. Investigate incremental changes in health, quality of life and psychological well-being for older people and their informal carers as a consequence of exposure to CDC.
4. Determine the cost-effectiveness of the new CDC approach to community aged care service delivery.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
A comprehensive health economic model will be applied, adopting both qualitative and quantitative approaches including cost-effectiveness analysis and discrete choice experiments (DCEs) for investigating older people and informal carer preferences.\(^11\) DCEs are an attribute-based measure of the benefits of services or programmes based on two main assumptions. First, that health and/or aged care services can be described or defined by their key characteristics (or attributes). Second, an individual’s valuation or preference for alternative service configurations is dependent on the levels of these characteristics.\(^12\) DCE’s were first introduced into health economics in recognition of the fact that consumers are typically concerned with many aspects of service delivery beyond health outcomes.\(^13\)\(^14\) Such factors may include, for example, location in which care is provided, the type of care available and the personnel providing care. DCE’s allow investigation of the trade-offs individuals are prepared to make between such process attributes and/or between process and health outcomes attributes. The study will comprise four distinct phases to be implemented sequentially.

Phase 1: Investigation of preintervention attitudes and preferences
1. Qualitative interviews
A series of in-depth qualitative interviews will be conducted initially with 60 participants (n=20 older people, n=20 informal carers and n=20 aged care staff) who consent to be interviewed to determine knowledge of, and attitudes towards, CDC. The interviews will probe factors and issues relating to choice and control including: What do the concepts of choice and control mean to older people, their informal carers and aged care staff? How is control different from choice? What do older people, informal carers, aged care staff want from CDC in terms of control of the services received? What aspects of care do older people want to have control over? The interviews will also investigate the relationship between choice and control and the characteristics of the older person (eg, living alone vs with coresident, living with a family carer, people living with dementia and behaviour change, level of educational attainment) and how choice and control may impact on the lives of older people in relation to their confidence and self-esteem, family relationships and community and social participation.
Data analysis: Interview transcripts will be entered into a computer-assisted qualitative data analysis programme, NVivo, for coding and analysis. A process of axial coding will be utilised where comparisons will be drawn between emerging themes. The final level of analysis will involve the abstraction of these themes into core categories and comparing these categories with existing theory on health, ageing, decision-making and aged care. The results of the qualitative analysis will be employed to inform the most appropriate attributes and levels for the DCE, thereby reflecting recommended best practice guidelines for the development of a DCE for the health and social welfare sectors. Candidate attributes for inclusion within the DCE may reflect, for example, the degree of involvement of the care coordinator in managing services and providing support, the portfolio of services for which CDC is applicable, the role and number of staff involved in providing services, provision of a facility to ‘bank’ unused hours of care for future use and alternative mechanisms for aligning the care needs deemed most important by older people with their assessed needs.

2. Discrete choice experiment

While there has been an exponential increase in the application of DCEs in healthcare in recent years, DCE studies within populations of older people remain relatively rare. The DCE will be developed for administration via a face-to-face interview with a sample of older people, or a proxy assessor (where cognitive impairment, defined as a score below 19 according to the Mini-Mental State Examination, precludes participation). The DCE will be piloted with a small number of older people (n=10) to confirm attributes, question framing and develop consumer friendly wording.

Sample size for DCE’s cannot be determined exactly in advance because one requires complete knowledge of the full factorial (ie, the number of attributes and levels to be included in the experiment). However, it has been demonstrated that large sample properties can be achieved with a minimum sample size of 50 respondents in each subgroup of interest. The DCE will be administered via a face-to-face interview with older people (n=50) and informal carers (n=50). The DCE will be based upon a fractional factorial design that permits the estimation of main effects, (while maintaining the design properties of orthogonality and level balance—also known as an orthogonal main effects plan). We propose to block the design into versions so that each participant is presented with no more than eight DCE choice questions. This will promote participant completion rates and minimise error due to fatigue.

Data analysis: Data from the DCE will be analysed using dichotomous choice models, for example, conditional or mixed logit regression. Mixed logit models allow for correlation of error components within participants, as well as correlation between alternatives where there is more than one alternative. Marginal rates of substitution (MRS) calculated as the ratio of attribute coefficients, will be used to assess the relative importance of the attributes and the trade-offs participants are willing to make between attributes for gains in another attribute. Preferences will be compared across discrete choice models (eg, older people vs informal carers vs staff) using two methods (1) correlations of the model coefficients and (2) by comparing the predicted MRS between attributes. Coefficients will be adjusted for scale using the Swait and Louviere approach allowing for scale adjusted comparison and the preference data from the subgroups will be tested to determine whether it can be pooled to estimate a joint model of preferences.

The findings from the qualitative interviews and the DCE study will be applied to inform the development of the features of the CDC model of service delivery to be implemented across the partner organisations.

Phase 2: Introduction and development of the CDC model

A new CDC service delivery approach will be developed and implemented in collaboration with the partner organisations. The findings from the qualitative interviews and the DCE study in phase 1 will be applied to identify and operationalise the features of the CDC service delivery approach to be implemented. The new approach will include access to a care coordinator provided by each of the partner organisations who will be responsible for providing opportunities for consumers and their informal carers to direct and manage their own care. The new CDC approach will be pretested with a small number of older people (n=5). The principles of the new CDC model to be adopted will reflect the general policies governing the delivery of aged care services in Australia and will meet the requirements of the Australian Government’s Department of Social Services that CDC in aged care should be integrated as an optional mode of care delivery operating within the constraints of the current legislative arrangements. The new CDC approach will provide opportunities for regular reviews to be undertaken in consultation with the care coordinator and the adjustment of budget and services according to the changing care needs of recipients and their informal carers.

Phase 3: Economic evaluation

Phase 3 will involve the implementation and economic evaluation of the new CDC approach identified and developed in phase 2. The objectives of phase 3 will be to:
- Calculate the incremental changes in health, quality of life and well-being outcomes for older people and their informal carers in the CDC group compared to those receiving PDC;
- Determine the cost-effectiveness of the new CDC approach relative to PDC.

Older people (or a proxy consentor where cognitive impairment precludes informed consent) and family caregivers will be invited to participate and provide informed consent. The comparator group will comprise...
consumers and their informal caregivers who are similar to the intervention group in terms of socioeconomic characteristics, cognitive impairment (dementia vs nondementia diagnosis) and living arrangements (living alone or with family/carer) but who opt to receive PDC.

A series of validated instruments will be applied, all of which are appropriate for interviewer administration. These instruments will be administered by face-to-face interview to both older people and their informal carers (with the exception of the Carer Experience Scale (CES) which will be administered to informal carers only) at baseline and at 6 month time points. A proxy assessor will be employed, where cognitive impairment in an older person precludes understanding and self-completion of the instruments.

1. ICECAP-O capability index for older people
   The ICECAP-O index of capability for older people focuses on quality of life and includes five attributes: attachment, security, role, enjoyment and control. The index provides a rigorous approach to consider the value of different interventions for the purposes of economic evaluation within the aged care sector.

2. EuroQoL (EQ-5D)
   The EQ-5D is a generic preference-based measure of health and is one of the most widely used instruments for estimating quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) within the context of economic evaluation. The EQ-5D is simple to administer and has been found to have higher completion rates in older people relative to other generic preference-based measures of health.

3. Self-esteem scale
   The Self-esteem scale is a widely used self-esteem measure in social science research. The scale comprises 10 items with a Likert scale response ranging from almost always true to never true. The instrument has been widely applied by Professor Luszcz in the Australian Longitudinal Study of Ageing and other populations of older people.

4. Pearlin Mastery Scale
   The Pearlin Mastery Scale is a seven-item scale with a likert scale response ranging from strongly agree to disagree. The instrument is a measure of self-concept and references the extent to which individuals perceive themselves in control of forces that significantly impact their lives.

5. CES
   The CES is a new instrument which has been designed to measure and value the quality of life of carers. The CES comprises six attributes of the caring experience (getting on, organisational assistance, social support, activities, control and fulfilment) and has been designed to provide a direct assessment of carers’ welfare within an economic evaluation framework. All participants and their informal carers in the intervention and control groups will be monitored to assess changes in their health, quality of life and psychological well-being from recruitment until the end of the evaluation period.

Sample size and recruitment: A sample size of 64 in each group will have 80% power to detect a meaningful difference in health and quality of life state values or utilities of 0.05 between the two groups; assuming that the common SD is 0.100 using a two group t test with a 0.050 two-sided significance level. An average of six new clients per week from the four partner organisations will be recruited to the study over a period of 28 weeks, resulting in a total sample of 168 clients and their relevant family caregiver/s. Advice from our four partner organisations has indicated that this recruitment rate is feasible. Attrition may occur due to participants withdrawing from the project, admission to hospital or a nursing home or consumer death. An attrition rate of approximately 25% over the 6-month follow-up period (due to death and transfer to a residential aged care facility) has been allowed for, resulting in the full participation of 128 (64 intervention and 64 comparator participants).

Data analysis: The economic analysis will be conducted alongside the trial and will comprise a cost-effectiveness study of the CDC intervention versus usual care. The primary measures of outcome for the economic analysis will be cost per unit of improvement in quality of life as measured by the ICECAP and the cost per QALY as measured by the EQ-5D. Resource use and costs collected within the evaluation will include all elements associated with the provision of the proposed CDC programme versus usual care including establishment costs, the provision of a CDC navigator and financial management. The resource use and associated cost items will be measured within the trial by a series of semi-structured telephone/faceto-face interviews with staff from each partner organisation involved in the administration of the CDC intervention and with clients and family carers from the intervention group. Mean costs and effectiveness difference between the intervention and control groups will be compared and incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) presented in terms of the cost per QALY as measured by the EQ-5D. CIs will be presented around the ICERs and cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for varying threshold values of cost-effectiveness will also be presented. An assessment of the sensitivity of the results obtained to variation in measured resource use, effectiveness and/or unit costs will be undertaken using appropriate one-way and multiway sensitivity analysis.

Phase 4: Investigation of post-intervention attitudes and preferences
The DCE study from phase 1 will be repeated at the end of the evaluation period to assess the extent to which the attitudes and preferences of older people and informal carers and staff have changed as a consequence of exposure to CDC. An assessment of the degree of convergence (or otherwise) over time between the attitudes and preferences of older people and their informal carers will be enabled by a comparison of the baseline and 6 months postintervention DCE study findings.
Preferences will be compared across discrete choice models via an assessment of correlations of the model coefficients and a comparison of the predicted MRS between attributes.

**Ethics and dissemination**

Findings from the qualitative interviews, discrete choice experiments and the economic evaluation will be reported at a workshop of stakeholders to be held in 2015, reports and in peer reviewed journals.

The outcomes of this study will include recommendations and knowledge about the attitudes and preferences of older people and their informal carers within Australia for a CDC approach to service delivery. The study will demonstrate how health economics methodologies can readily be applied in the development and economic evaluation of future innovations in service delivery across the health and aged care sectors. The proposed methodologies provide substantial impetus for the engagement of older people and their informal carers in the development of new approaches to service delivery. To our knowledge, the proposed study represents the first study internationally to develop and apply a comprehensive health economic model to the development, implementation and evaluation of service innovations in aged care. A unique component of the study is to undertake the DCE at two time-points (baseline and at the end of the evaluation period) to assess the extent to which the attitudes and preferences of older people and their informal carers and staff have changed as a consequence of experience of the new CDC approach. Thus we will be able to draw conclusions about the impact of exposure and experience on the measurement of preferences for innovations in service delivery.
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